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 IN THE COURT OF THE MEMBER, MOTOR ACCIDENT CLAIMS TRIBUNAL 
SONITPUR AT TEZPUR 

 
Present : Sri A. K. Borah, 
   Member, 
   Motor Accident Claims Tribunal, 
   Sonitpur, Tezpur 
 
 

MAC CASE NO. 284 / 2012 
 
 

Sri Indra Narayan Goswami, aged 55 years ..................... Claimant  
 S/o Late Golok Ch. Goswami  
 R/o village – Bilotia 

P.S. & P.O. – Gohpur,  
District - Sonitpur 

 
-Versus- 

 
1. Sri Binay Kr. Pathak    ..................... Opp. Parties 
 S/o Vindaynanda Pathak 
 Of Swapna Bhawan, House No. 2, 
 Kalapahar, Guwahati 
  [(Owner of Vehicle No. AS-01DC-6680 (Bus (Model A))] 
 
2. Sri Kameswar Rai 

S/o- Late Gouri Rai 
R/o Kausari Chandpur, 
P.O. – Tari, Dist. – Saron, Bihar 

  [(Driver of Vehicle No. AS-01DC-6680 (Bus (Model A))] 
 
3. The Branch Manager 

Shriram General Insurance Co. Ltd., 
 Kolkata Branch 
 (Insurer of Vehicle No. AS-01DC-6680 (Bus (Model A))]) 
 

ADVOCATE WHO APPEARS 
 

For the claimant   :- Sri D. Bhuyan, Advocate 
 

For the Opp. No. 1.& 2  :- Ex-parte 
 

For the Opp. No. 3  :- Sri S. K. Singh, Advocate 
 

 
Date of Argument  :- 09.03.2016 

 
Date of Judgment  :- 18-03-2016 
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J U D G E M E N T 
 
 
 

  This is a petition filed u/s 166 of MV Act. 

 

Brief facts of the case is that –  

 

    On 03.6.2011 at about7-30  PM,  the claimant was travelling as a 

passenger in a tempoo bearing registration No. Nil Chassis No 

MBX0004DFLL954498, Engine No WGL3125279 to go to his home .When the said 

tempo reached in between Gobinda Nagar and supply centre of cantt. , 

Missamari one  oil tanker bearing registration No. AS-12-B/2064 which was 

coming from the opposite direction with high speed driving by each driver rash 

and negligent manner collided with the tempo in which the claimant was 

travelling as a passenger.In the said accident the claimant sustained previous 

injury including compound fracture of his right leg. Immediately after accident he 

was taken to Garubandha N.P.H.C.The claimant was admitted in GMCH  as out 

door patient on 17.06.2011, 08.07.2011 , 05.08.2011 and 09.09.2011. Inspite of 

that the claimant would not get recovery from his fracture injury. Thereafter he 

took the treatment under the care of advice of Dr. S.Borah in B.J.Hospital 

situated at Mison Chariali , Tezpur where he have to done operation on 

19.11.2011. Inspite of such prolong treatment the claimant could not fully 

recovered from his injures and his treatment is still going on. The claimant is by 

profession a cultivator and part time businessman where he used to earn 

Rs.7,000/- per month. Due to his disability he will not able to earn as earlier so 

he claim Rs. 5,90,000/- as a compensation.  

  The case against the O.P. No. 2 and 4 proceeds Ex-parte . The 

O.P.No.-1 and  3  contesting the case by filing written statements.  

  The WS. filed by O.P.No1 contesting and controverting all the 

averment made in the petition inter-alia stating that the claim of the claimant is 

not maintainable, the claim petition is bad for suppressing of material facts. The 

answering O.P. No-1 submitted that the compensation as claim by claimant is 

highly excessive and is not recoverable in law. It is further submitted that the 
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O.P. No. 2 who possess the valid driving license as such he has not admit any 

liability of the accident. Since the offending vehicle is duly insured with the 

Insurance Company and the accident took place within the validity of the 

Insurance so O.P. No.3 is liable to compensate the compensation. Under such 

circumstance the answering O.P.No.1 praying for dismiss the claim petition.  

  The WS filed by O.P.No.3 contesting and controverting all the 

averment made in the petition stating inter-alia that the claim petition is not 

maintainable in present found, the present claim is bad in the eye of law as the 

claimant is travelling in a vehicle without any registration and insurance . The 

answering O.P.NO.3 further submitted that  the driver , Ram Nath Roy, have no 

relation in force  as on the date of accident to drive their respective vehicle. The 

driver was not holding valid and effective driving licence at the time of alleged 

accident. Besides, the amount of compensation as claim in the petition is without 

any legal and material basis and highly exaggerated , excessive and exorbitant . 

Under such circumstance  the O.P.No.3 praying for dismiss the claim petition.  

 Upon hearing of parties and pleadings issues were framed by my ld. 

Predecessor in court 

ISSUES 

 
1. Whether the accident took place due to rash and negligent driving by 

the driver of the vehicle No. AS-12-B/2064 ( Oil Tanker ) and the new 

tempo bearing No. NBX-0000DFLL954498,Engine No.WGL3125279.  ? 

 
2. Whether the claimant is/are entitled to get any 

compensation and if yes, to what will be the quantum of compensation 

and by which of the respondents this amount shall be paid ?   

The claimant examined himself as one witness. Though OP did not 

adduce any evidence, but they duly cross examined the claimant’s witnesses. 

 
 I have also heard arguments, put forwarded by Ld. Counsel for 

both parties. The Learned counsel for claimant submitted that at the relevant 

time, the offending vehicle i.e. bearing No. AS-12-B/2064 was duly insured with 

the OP No. 3. So, OP No. 3 is liable to compensate the compensation.  
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 On the other hand, learned counsel for OP No. 3 submitted that the accident 

took place due to rash and negligent driving of the driver of the tempo and driver 

of  the oil tanker No. AS-12-B/2064. So, both the vehicles are equally liable for 

the accident as such if  Hon’ble Tribunal grant compensation that should be 

divided  among both the parties including their Insurance Company.  

   

   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 The point for discussion in this case are as follows :- 

 
Issue No. 1:  

 

The claimant of this case examining himself as CW 1,who  

deposed that on or about 7-30 P.M. while he was travelling as a passenger in a 

Tampoo bearing Engine No.  

 

 on 01-05-2001 at about 2 PM, while the claimant was come from 

his house on bicycle to his business establishment ride in slowly with due care 

and caution, reached near Bilotia Tiniali of NH-52 near Gohpur, the offending 

vehicle bearing Regd. No. AS-01DC-6680 coming from the side of Lakhimpur 

towards Tezpur, driven by its driver in rash and negligent manner, dashed 

claimant’s cycle from backside, as a result the claimant sustained grievous injury 

on his head and various parts of his body, and specifically damaged his nervous 

system for which  he lost his memory for some extend. Thereafter immediately 

he has taken treatment at Gohpur Sub-divisional Civil Hospital. But for better 

treatment, he was shifted to Mission Hospital, Tezpur. Again, he was shifted to 
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GNRC, Guwahati where GNRC advised him to take treatment at the outside of 

Assam. The accident took place due to rash and negligent driving of the driver of 

the offending vehicle. So, the driver, owner and the insurer of the offending 

vehicle are jointly and severely liable to pay compensation. Due to financial 

difficulties, he could not be able to take treatment at outside of Assam, as a 

result, he lost his memory. 

 

To support his case, the claimant exhibited the following 

documents :- 

 

Ext. 1  : is the Form 54 
Ext. 2 : is the Discharge slip of Sub-Divisional Civil 

Hospital, Gohpur 
Ext. 3 : OPD advice slip 
Ext. 4 : Report of injury 
Ext. 5 : Registration card of GNRC, Guwahati 
Ext. 6 (2) : Certificate issued by Health Care 

Physiotherapy and rehabilitation Centre.  
Ext. 7  : Money receipt  
Ext. 8(1) to 8(32) : Cash memos  
Ext. 9(1) to 9(35) : Cash memos  
Ext. 10(1) to 10(10) : Cash memos  
Ext. 11(1) to 11(29) : Prescriptions, issued by GNRC  
Ext. 12(1) to 12(12) : Cash memos, issued by GNRC  
Ext. 13(1) to 13(4) : Cash memos, issued by GNRC  
Ext. 14(1) to 14(3) : Cash memos, issued by GNRC  
and 27 
Ext. 15, 16, 17 (1) to : Report, issued by GNRC 
17(4), 18 to 25, 26 (1) 
to 26(2) 

 

Though CW-1 has been duly cross examined but evidence as to 

rash and negligent driving of the driver of the offending vehicle the accident took 

place  and documents exhibited by CW-1 has also remain unchallenged. 

 
CW-2 Sri Gopal Mudoi, who is the eye witness of the occurrence, 

supported the evidence of claimant. Though he has been exposed to long cross-

examination, but his presence at the place of occurrence and had witnesses the 

incident has remain unchallenged. CW-2, the eye witness also confirmed that due 

to rush and negligent manner of driving of the offending vehicle the accident 

took place. 
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The statement of CWs are corroborated with the fact of thnd took 

e claim petition. There is nothing to disbelief upon the evidence of CWs. 

 
  That apart Ext. 1 shows that the accident took place on 01-05-

2012 at Bilotia Tiniali, NH-52 at around 2 PM due to rash and negligent driving of 

the driver of vehicle bearing No. AS-01DC-6680 (Bus), which was insured with 

Shriram General Insurance Co. Ltd. vide policy No. 334027/31/12/0052-34, which 

was valid up to 23-03-2013. So, accident took place within the validity of the 

insurance of the offending vehicle. That has not been challenged by OP No. 3 i.e. 

insurance company in their WS neither in cross examination of CWs. Considering 

all the aspects, it is axiomatic that the accident took place within the validity of 

the insurance of the offending vehicle.  

 Ld. Council for O.P. 3, the  Shriram General Insurance Co. Ltd 

submitted that in Ext.1 ( AIR ) it is clearly stated  that “the case was accidental. “  

So, rash and negligent offending of the driver of the offending vehicle is also not 

proved. 

 In the forgoing discussion it has already held that due to rash and 

negligent driving of the driver of the offending vehicle the accident took place. 

Besides, the O.P.No.3, in their W.S. no where stated that the case was 

accidental. 

  In this connection, I may cite a case law, reported in 1995 ACJ 

493 at Page 498, A.S. Sarma -vs- Union of India. 

 

  “ where it has been held that negligence means failure to exercise 

the required degree of care and caution. Negligence is the omission to do 

something which a reasonable man guided under consideration, which ordinarily 

regulate the conduct of human affairs would do, or bring something which a 

prudent and reasonable man would not do. Negligence is not always a question 

of direct evidence ; it is an inference to be drawn from proved fact. Negligence is 

not an absolute term but it is a relative one ; it is rather a comparative term ”    

 

  In the instant case, the claimant has vividly described the whole 

incident which is supported by eyewitness of CW-2 and their statements are 

corroborated with the fact of the claim petition. Despite, the long cross 
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examination of both the witnesses, the evidence as to sustained injury by the 

claimant due to rash and negligent driving of the driver of the offending vehicle 

has not been challenged. There is nothing to disbelief upon the evidence of 

aforesaid witnesses and materials on record.  

 

  Under such facts and circumstance available in record, I am bound 

to conclude that due to rash and negligent driving of the driver of the offending 

vehicle AS-01DC-6680 (Bus), the accident took place where the offending vehicle 

dashed down the claimant as a result the claimant sustained severe injury. As 

such the issue 1 is decided in favour of the claimant.  

 

ISSUE No. 2: 

 

  It has already stated the issue no 1 is decided in favour of the 

claimant. The claim petition, as well as evidence of claimant and most 

particularly other documents including the Form 54 Ext. 1 shows that the 

accident took place on 01-05-2012 at Bilotia Tiniali, NH-52 at around 2 PM due to 

rash and negligent driving of the driver of vehicle bearing No. AS-01DC-6680 

(Bus), which was insured with Shriram General Insurance Co. Ltd. vide policy No. 

334027/31/12/0052-34 and which was valid upto 23-03-2013. As such, it is 

axiomatic that the accident has taken place during the validity of the insurance of 

the offending vehicle. As such whatever compensation is awarded is to be 

compensated by the OP No. 3.  

 

  Now, addressing to the question as to the extent to pay 

compensation to the claimant By the OP no. 3, the material shows that according 

to claim petition, claimant was 55 years and he is by profession a businessman, 

whereby he earned Rs. 15,000/- per Month. But the claimant has failed to prove 

documentary evidence as to his profession and income such as income certificate 

from competent authority, income tax return to show as to his income and 

profession. In absence of such documents, we can safely be held the claimant is 

a petty businessman. However, from the documents and the evidence, it cannot 

be ascertained what is the exact income of the claimant or what type of business 

claimant was doing. Whatever it may be, we can presume that by way of 
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business, he can earn Rs. 6,000/- per month, if we assume that the claimant has 

earned Rs. 200/- per day. 

 

  Another point is to be discussed present case that claimant 

nowhere stated that he has been suffered permanent disablement in any form 

due to injury sustained in the claimant. Now the question come what type of 

injury sustained in the accident. According to claim petition he has suffered fatal 

injury on various parts including on his head and damage his nervous system and 

as a result he lost his memory. The stereotype evidence of claimant is also such 

as stated in the claim petition. But documents exhibited vide Ext. No. 15, 16, 

17(1), 17(2), 17(3), 18, 23 and other documents does not reveal that he has 

been suffering any form of any permanent disability. Ext. 15 reveals that 

“possible resolving contusion in the right tsalamo-capsulo region, mild cerebral 

atrophic changes consistent with age and scalp swelling is seen in the posterior 

paritel region”. On the other hand, Ext. 16 shows that no significant abnormality 

was seen in the Thoracic spine, degenerative changes of the survical spine and 

disc are as described. Ext. 17(1) shows that multiple rib fracture are seen on the 

left side. Ext. 17 (3) shows that C3-C4 through C6-C7 disc spaces are reduced 

with anterior and posterior Osteophyts-chronic disc lesion. 

 

   So considering the documents and evidence adduced by claimant, 

it can safely be held that due to the accident, the claimant has suffered fatal 

grievous injury. Accordingly this case can be considered for compensation of fatal 

grievous injury.   

 Accordingly guideline provided by the Hon’ble Supreme Court in 

Raj Kumar -Vs- Ajay Kumar decided on 10-10-2011 vide Manu / SC / 1018 / 

2010, the general principle for computation of compensation of injury case is 

adopted here as follows :-  

   Accordingly guideline provided by the Hon’ble Supreme Court in 

Raj Kumar -Vs- Ajay Kumar decided on 10-10-2011 vide Manu / SC / 1018 / 

2010, the general principle for computation of compensation of injury case is 

adopted here as follows :- 
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   In regard to pecuniary damages, i.e., general damage in the claim 

petition and the claimant stated that he has been continuous treatment from the 

day of accident  till the date of filing of the petition where he spend more than 

Rs.2,00,000/- . But claimant has failed to produce any documents to show the 

that he has spend Rs.2,00,000/- for his treatment .However, the cash memos of 

different type as exhibited by claimant that he has incurred Rs.1,20,243/- on his 

treatment and medicine. 

  The next question is to decide howmany period the claimant has 

taken treatment . According to claim petition , the claimant has taken treatment 

from the day of accident till the  filing of the case . Ext. 2(1)  shows that he has 

been admitted for treatment at Gohpur S.D.C.H. on 01.05.2012. Ext. 2 (2) shows 

that he has taken treatment as a O.P.D. patient at Gohpur S.D.C.H. on 

16.6.2012. Ext. 4 is shows that he has been admitted on 1.5.2012 at G.N.R.C. 

and discharged on 15.5.2012. Again Ext. 20 shows that Guwahati eye institute 

and Research Centre admitted on 27.8.2013 and discharged on 28.8.2013 . 

  Other than aforesaid documents no documents is produced by 

claimant to show the exact period of treatment. However, from the documents 

i.e. cash memo , prescription , advised slip, registration card exhibited by 

claimant we can presumed that he has been continuously taken treatment from 

the date of accident i.e. on 1.5.2012 to 2013 last part.  

  As discuss above, the claimant has failed to adduce any 

documentary evidence to show that he has suffered any form of permanent 

disablement. It is already decided that the claimant monthly earning is Rs.6,000/- 

per month .So, the during the treatment he has lost his income for 1.5.2012 to 

last  part of 2013. On that count he has lost his income for 19 months i.e. Rs. 

6,000/- X 19 = 1,14,000/-. From the evidence and documents we can presumed 

that he has been taken treatment at Gohpur, Tezpur at Guwahati for several  

times . So, definitely he incurred a transport  expenditure of Rs. 30,000/- for his 

treatment. Similarly, cost of attendance can be assessed for Rs. 3,000/- X 19 = 

57,000/- . So, total pecuniary damaged comes to Rs. 3,21,243/- .  

  In regard to non pecuniary damages it has already stated that due 

to injury sustained in the accident the claimant has suffered  a lot  . So, in the 

head of lost and suffering , I think amount of Rs. 30,000/- is a reasonable sum. 

And the lost of amenities another sum of Rs. 20,000/- is a reasonable sum.  
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 Therefore, total compensation comes to Rs. 3,21,243/- +50,000/- = 

3,71,243/- i.e. roughly Rs. 3,71,500/- ( Rupees three lakhs seventy one thousand 

and five hundred) only.  

 

 

O R D E R 

 

  In the result, the claimant petition allowed, awarding Rs. . 3,71,500/- ( 

Rupees three lakhs seventy one  thousand and five hundred) only with interest 

thereon @ 6 % per annum from the date of filling of the evidence on affidavit , 

i.e. on 13.10.2015 till full and final realisation. The OP No. 3, The Shriram  

General Insurance Co. Lt.E-8 EPIP,RIICO INDUSTRIAL AREA , SITAPURA, JAIPUR 

-302022, RAJASTHAN (INDIA )  is directed to make payment of the aforesaid 

amount within a period of 90 days from the date of the notice  by away of 

account payee cheque  in name of claimant. Failing which, the OP No. 3 i.e 

Shriram General Insurance Co. Lt.E-8 EPIP,RIICO INDUSTRIAL AREA , 

SITAPURA, JAIPUR -302022, RAJASTHAN (INDIA )   shall be liable to pay future 

interest at the same rate from the date of filing of the evidence of affidavit  i.e 

on 13.10.2015 till full and final realisation.   

 

  Given under my hand and seal on this 18th day of March, 2016. 

 

 

( A. K. Borah ) 
Member 

Motor Accident Claims Tribunal, 
Sonitpur :: Tezpur 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


